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LONDON, GREATER LONDON, UK, July

30, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The

online legal services market has

experienced robust growth in recent

years, expanding from $19.34 billion in

2023 to $22.05 billion in 2024 at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 14.0%. The growth in

the historic period can be attributed to convenience and accessibility, increased awareness and

trust, regulatory changes, expansion of service offerings, and globalization.
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Strong Future Growth Anticipated

The online legal services market is projected to continue its

strong growth, reaching $37.43 billion in 2028 at a

compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 14.1%. The

growth in the forecast period can be attributed to rising

demand for cost-effective legal solutions, enhanced user

experience, integration with other online services,

increased internet penetration, increased internet

penetration, and technological advancements.

Explore Comprehensive Insights Into The Global Online Legal Services Market With A Detailed

Sample Report: 

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/sample_request?id=15875&type=smp

Growth Driver Of The Online Legal Services Market

The rise of remote work is expected to propel the growth of the online legal services market

going forward. Remote work refers to the practice of completing job tasks and responsibilities

from a location other than the traditional office, often facilitated by digital technology and

communication tools. Remote work is expanding as advanced collaboration tools make it easier

for teams to work efficiently from anywhere. This shift is also driven by a growing emphasis on

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/sample_request?id=15875&amp;type=smp


work-life balance, allowing employees more flexibility and autonomy. Online legal services

facilitate remote work by providing virtual legal support for contract drafting, compliance, and

other legal matters, ensuring seamless operations across distributed teams.

Order Your Report Now For Swift Delivery: 

https://www.thebusinessresearchcompany.com/report/online-legal-services-global-market-

report

Major Players And Market Trends

Key players in the online legal services market include Thomson Reuters Corporation, Axiom

Law, Upstart Holdings Inc., LegalZoom.com Inc., LegalShield, Rocket Lawyer, JustAnswer.

Major companies operating in the online legal services market are focused on developing

technologically advanced solutions such as AI-powered software, for managing contracts

effectively and gaining a competitive edge in the market. AI-powered software refers to

technology that utilizes artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms to enhance the

delivery of legal services through online platforms.

Segments:

1) By Type of Service: Legal Document Preparation, Legal Advice And Consultation, Legal

Research, Legal Representation, Other Services

2) By Platform Type: Websites, Mobile Applications, Desktop Applications

3) By User Type: Individuals, Small And Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs), Large Enterprises,

Legal Professionals, Other Users

Geographical Insights: North America Leading The Market

North America was the largest region in the online legal services market in 2023. The regions

covered in the online legal services market report are Asia-Pacific, Western Europe, Eastern

Europe, North America, South America, Middle East, Africa.

Online Legal Services Market Definition

Online legal services refer to digital platforms and tools that provide legal assistance, advice,

document preparation, and other legal services over the internet. These services enable

individuals and businesses to access legal support conveniently and cost-effectively without

needing in-person consultations. They cover a wide range of legal needs, including contracts,

wills, business formations, and legal consultations.

Online Legal Services Global Market Report 2024 from The Business Research Company covers

the following information:

•  Market size data for the forecast period: Historical and Future

•  Market analysis by region: Asia-Pacific, China, Western Europe, Eastern Europe, North America,

USA, South America, Middle East and Africa.

•  Market analysis by countries: Australia, Brazil, China, France, Germany, India, Indonesia, Japan,

Russia, South Korea, UK, USA.
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Trends, opportunities, strategies and so much more.

The Online Legal Services Global Market Report 2024 by The Business Research Company is the

most comprehensive report that provides insights on online legal services market size, online

legal services market drivers and trends, online legal services market major players, online legal

services competitors' revenues, online legal services market positioning, and online legal services

market growth across geographies. The online legal services market report helps you gain in-

depth insights into opportunities and strategies. Companies can leverage the data in the report

and tap into segments with the highest growth potential.
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About The Business Research Company

The Business Research Company has published over 15000+ reports in 27 industries, spanning

60+ geographies. The reports draw on 1,500,000 datasets, extensive secondary research, and

exclusive insights from interviews with industry leaders.

Global Market Model – Market Intelligence Database

The Global Market Model, The Business Research Company’s flagship product, is a market

intelligence platform covering various macroeconomic indicators and metrics across 60

geographies and 27 industries. The Global Market Model covers multi-layered datasets that help

its users assess supply-demand gaps.
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